Mountau
19th June 1902

My dear Spencer,

Just one line. I posted to you last night & yours reached me today. I am afraid we did not investigate the beliefs of the
Namamunga women about roasting of Churunga. Further than that they
looked upon it as a devil devil but
I wish to carefully through my
notes to write you again in a day or too if I find anything. Glad to hear that you are fixing up your Picture
I predict a huge success. Of course you will show the Hans. Have you tried it privately? And I
would like very much to know the
Dear [Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. I have been thinking about you quite a bit lately. I know this might seem unexpected, but I've been feeling a bit... uncertain about our friendship lately.

I've been reading a lot lately about the human mind and how our emotions can affect our thoughts and actions. It's fascinating, really. I've even been considering taking a course on psychology. It's not something I've ever been interested in before, but I find it intriguing.

I know I've been a bit distant lately, and I'm sorry for that. I hope we can talk about it more when you have time. I don't want our friendship to end like this, and I think we can work through it together.

Take care,

[Your Name]
Kingston has made steady head from 1100 to 1700 the P. W. A. lands £150 & all round the Great County. B. J. Matthews drew the tups heavy. This informal Board was appointed before the COMMUNAL Act and to whom is the formal. God will not accept these recommendations. Governor.

Chairman of the Board is to be appointed to one of the Federal Inspectors at £150 p.a. May you still remain to some day. Sir. West runs all the United Churches of Colonies, and none in the Sibolga. The farmers around here are going about clothed in a 20 bushel smocks. Liam the old man.

Love, yours.

D.S.